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To my dad, for teaching me character. 

Thank you Bell Field Elementary students,  
staff and parents for all of your support  

and encouragement.

– Julia
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My name is Josh.  

People say I have a big 
problem with tattling.

Everybody always calls me
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“Josh the Tattler!”



When Tommy butted in front of Felipe at lunch,  
I just had to tell the lunch lady...
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In class when Carson took my new pencil, 
I just had to tell my teacher, Mr. Cool...

because that was WRONG!

because that was WRONG!
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Nobody would sit  
by me at lunch,  
so I had to sit  
all by myself.

Don’t sit by  
Josh the Tattler or  
he’ll tell on you!



At recess, nobody would play 
with me, so I had to stand by 
the wall all by myself.
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It’s not my fault Bobette wouldn’t share 
the tricky bars with Edith!!! I had to tell,

because that's just WRONG!



At home, I told on my dog, Max. He chewed 
up my mom’s new rug and I saw him do it!
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And I just had to tell my mom 
about my little brother, Teddy, too. 
He grabbed the TV remote right 

out of my hand! So wrong!

“Joshua Jacob Jones, I am sick and tired of your constant tattling!  
If you don’t stop tattling, you’re going to get Tattle Tongue.”

“Tattle Tongue?…
what is  

Tattle Tongue?”
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“Tattle To
ngue is really bad.

Tattle Tongue will make you sad.

Your tongue turns yellow and starts to itch.
Before you know you’ll start to twitch.




